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Average exchange rates 
during FY2021

¥112.37 ¥130.55
(6% decline YoY) (6% decline YoY)

EuroUSD

CFO Message

Director, Senior Managing Executive Officer, CFO
Chief Compliance Officer (CCO)
General Administrative Manager, Corporate Strategy and Management Control Division / 
Sustainability Promotion Office (CSuO)

Tatsuaki Seki

Epson has unveiled a corporate purpose that defines the role that the Epson Group serves in society. 
As a company dedicated to solving societal and environmental issues through its business activities, 
we have always placed sustainability at the center of our growth strategy. The rising demand for 
sustainability has opened up many new growth opportunities. Accordingly, we have committed to 
further strengthening our sustainability strategy, including integrating financial and non-financial 
activities more closely, in order to build the kind of value that differentiates us from our peers. To that 
end, we’ll press ahead with the strategies outlined in the Epson 25 Renewed corporate vision, 
delivering solutions in the cross-sectoral areas of environment, DX, and co-creation.

Pursuing the Growth Strategy in Epson 25 
Renewed to Provide the Financial Support 
to Achieve Our Purpose

Achieved Earnings Growth 
Despite Constrained Product Supply

In FY2021, we recorded top- and bottom-line growth, with revenue of ¥1,128.9 billion and business 
profit of ¥89.6 billion. A number of tailwinds contributed to this growth. For example, markets recovered 
from the effects of the pandemic and we could maintain, or even increase, sales prices for printers and 
other items. Demand for home printing remained strong.
The year was also notable for supply chain disruption in electronic components. Amid the disruption, 
our factories struggled to keep pace with demand. To address this problem, we explored alternative 
procurement strategies, adapted our international production network, and started using alternative 
products with modified designs.
Another issue we faced was rising logistics and energy costs. In response, we worked closely with our 
sales companies to adapt pricing and SG&A expenses to demand levels. I believe these actions proved 
critical in ensuring our bottom-line growth. Alongside this, we managed to put our projector and watch 
businesses, defined as mature businesses in our portfolio, on a profitable footing.
Around the world, the pandemic has spurred workforce decentralization. Until recently, office 
attendance was the norm, but we have seen a rapid rise in remote or hybrid work. This trend has kept 
demand high for inkjet printing for offices and homes. Just as we have adapted our inkjet business to 
changing social realities and market needs, we want to do the same for our products and solutions in 
other commercial and industrial sectors.

¥1,128.9 billion

Profit for the year attributable to 
owners of the parent company

Business Profit

Profit from operating activities

Revenue

Up 
13.4 % YoY

¥94.4 billion
Up 
98.3 % YoY

¥89.6 billion
Up 
45.4 % YoY

¥92.2 billion
Up 
198.4 % YoY

* Business profit is similar to operating income under J-GAAP, both conceptually and numerically. Epson began using business profit as an 
indicator after adopting IFRS.
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In a break from our excessive focus on revenue, the Epson 25 Renewed corporate vision gives due 
weight to profitability and capital efficiency. To demonstrate our commitment to building capital 
efficiency, we added return on invested capital (ROIC) to the financial metrics set out in the vision. With 
ROIC as a measure of the performance of capital investments, we will tighten business portfolio 
management to enhance corporate performance.
In FY2021, we far surpassed our initial forecast for ROIC as well as that for return on equity (ROE) and 
return on sales (ROS). I feel delighted that our efforts and dedication over the year culminated in these 
tangible results.
In that first year of the Epson 25 Renewed, the most significant accomplishment was a change in 
workplace culture̶everyone embraced a more dynamic and agile approach. Faced with constrained 
product supply, our sales and marketing teams adapted to the situation with flexible thinking. When it 
came to controlling costs, blanket cuts were shunned in favor of optimizing costs to the level of sales 
revenue. Likewise, for investment, we shifted the weight to growth areas.
That said, we remain in the early days when it comes to applying ROIC in individual business segments. 
We want to avoid rushing ahead, as setting the wrong ROIC targets would risk repeating the mistake of 
the past, when we over-emphasized revenue growth. It’s also true that some businesses have much 
higher ROIC than others do. Accordingly, we’re taking time in our target-setting and considering a range 
of benchmarks and variables. As CFO, my role here is to lead a thorough consultation process so that 
policies can be tailored more closely to the realities of each business.

The Epson 25 Renewed includes a commitment to managing our business portfolio in a way that 
delivers better capital efficiency. Rather than just slashing fixed costs and pursuing business profit, the 
vision delineates and allocates capital resources between three categories based on product life cycle: 
growth areas, mature areas, and new areas.
In fiscal 2021, we recorded huge earnings growth in mature areas such as projection and watches. 
However, we fell short of targets in new areas such as sensing and environmental businesses. It will 
take time to get growth in these areas, so we will keep laying the foundations here in anticipation of 
growth further into the future.

As to where we’re allocating cash, having completed the large investments set out in the Phase 1 
Mid-Range Business Plan, we currently have an annual budget of 60 to 70 billion yen. Given that we’re 
generating decent free cash flows, we’ll prioritize spending on new and growth areas and on 
infrastructure improvements such as automation and digital transformation.
Another priority is strengthening our production network and supply chains, the importance of which 
was brought home by the supply chain disruption in the pandemic. A concentrated production network 
creates more efficiency but increases the risk, so we need a more decentralized approach. However, we 
cannot build new factories overnight. Accordingly, we will use our proprietary automation technology 
and compact technology to build a flexible system of production lines in which the same product can be 
manufactured in more than one factory.

As for shareholder returns, we will buy back up to 30 billion yen of treasury shares and provide an 
anniversary decentralized dividend at the end of March 2023 as announced in May 2022. Our 
benchmark for consolidated dividend payout ratio remains at 40% for the time being, but it we will keep 
an eye on future developments and aim to deliver generous dividends to reward our loyal shareholders.

Optimal Resource Allocations in 
Line with Epson 25 Renewed

Consolidated Financial Targets

FY2020 FY2023 FY2025FY2021
（Result） （Target） （Target）（Result）

ROIC 1

ROE 2

ROS 3

5.6%

5.9%

6.2%

8% or more

10% or more

8% or more

11% or more

13% or more

10% or more

7.3%

15.2%

7.9%

ROIC, ROE, and ROS Results 
Far Surpass Forecasts

Cash flows from
operating activities

Approx. 320 

Repayment of interest-bearing liabilities, etc.

Cash Allocation
3-year cumulative (FY2021-23)

Investment
Approx. 180

Shareholder returns
Approx. 70

Strengthening financial condition
Approx. 70

 1 ROIC = Business profit after tax / (equity attributable to owners of the parent company + interest-bearing liabilities)
 2 ROE  = Profit for the year attributable to owners of the parent company / equity attributable to owners of the parent company

   Equity attributable to owners of the parent company and interest-bearing liabilities are calculated using the average at the beginning 
and end of the period

 3 ROS  = Business profit / revenue

Investment to maintain competitiveness and improve 
productivity in mature areas
Active investment, including in M&A, in new and growth areas, 
environment-related, digital infrastructure development, etc.

Billions of yen

Dividends
Consolidated dividend payout ratio of approx. 40%
Share repurchase
Implement as needed, taking into account share price, 
financial situation, and other considerations
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Epson’s recently announced corporate purpose clearly defines our reason for being. We are here to 
address and solve societal issues, and it is the environmental area where we can make the biggest 
positive difference.
The Epson 25 Renewed sets out four environmental initiatives: 1) decarbonization, 2) closed resource 
loop, 3) customer environmental impact mitigation, and 4) environmental technology development. Of 
these, the customer environmental impact mitigation will be critical to our growth strategy and will create 
the biggest impact.
Our focus is to develop and market greener products. For example, we are encouraging a shift from 
conventional laser printers to much greener inkjet printers. Similarly, in the apparel and textile industry, 
we are marketing inkjet-based digital textile printers as a sustainable alternative to the conventional 
practices that burden people and the environment.
We will invest more than a trillion yen toward mitigating customers’ environmental impact over the next 
ten years. This includes an annual R&D spend of 40 to 50 billion yen and an annual capital expenditure 
budget of 60 to 70 billion yen.
As for the other three initiatives, they will receive 100 billion yen over the same period. This funding will 
power our organization’s transition to becoming carbon negative.

We will be investing in businesses with a sense of determination̶the determination to pour resources 
into mitigating environmental impact. People’s values regarding the environment are shifting, with Gen Z 
(who are highly sensitive to environmental issues) becoming an increasingly important audience. This is 
good news for Epson.

We introduced performance-linked compensation for directors who are not Audit & Supervisory 
Committee members. Their compensation now varies based on performance criteria like the company’s 
ROIC and attainment of sustainability targets. I can say that we came up with pretty revolutionary 
content, and this was thanks to the meticulous and brave efforts of the human resources team.
Previously, compensation consisted of base compensation, bonuses, and performance-linked stock 
compensation. The fixed component outweighed the variable components, and it was unclear how to 
appraise performance. To fix this, we introduced the idea of having short-term and long-term incentives. 
For short-term incentives, compensation varies by ROE and the recipient’s performance as director. For 
long-term incentives, compensation varies by ROIC and attainment of sustainability targets.
We also wanted to reward directors for sustainability efforts linked with our materiality matrix. We have 
linked four of the key sustainability topics with a long-term incentive̶restricted stock compensation. We 
plan to ultimately link all material issues with a long-term incentive.

Human resources and intellectual property strategies are growing even more important, with companies 
facing rising pressure to disclose plans for building human capital and their plans for investing in and 
applying intellectual property and other intangible resources. Human capital is certainly a core growth 
driver for Epson. We will keep refining our human resources strategy to help our organization adapt to 
future changes in society.
Intellectual property (IP), which underpins innovation, becomes all the more crucial as we pursue 
co-creation. We are prepared to fully invest in IP, the 
source of our strength and earning power and a 
major growth driver.

After assuming my post, I became strongly aware of 
the differences in roles and attitudes between CFOs 
who are shareholder capitalists and those who are 
stakeholder capitalists. I’m determined to fulfill my 
role as Epson’s CFO and its chief sustainability 
officer. That means considering both financial and 
non-financial dimensions of corporate strategy and 
then integrating both dimensions as closely as 
possible to further advance Epson’s sustainability 
strategy.

Integrating Financial and Non-Financial 
Dimensions to Drive Sustainability

Epson’s Business Activities Are 
Synonymous with Sustainability

● Renewable energy use
● Energy-saving facilities
● Greenhouse gas removal
● Supplier engagement
● Carbon-free logistics 

● Effective use of resources
　• Reduce size and weight, 
　　use recycled materials
● Minimize production losses
● Extend product service lives
　• Refurbish and reuse

● Lower power consumption
● Longer product life
● Fewer consumables and
 limited lifetime parts
● digitalization of printing
● Miniaturization of
 production machines

Decarbonization Closed resource
loop

Customer environmental 
impact mitigation

Environmental
technology development1 2 3 4

Environmental investment and spending

1 GHG scope1, 2, 3 emissions　2 Excludes leased properties for sales offices, etc. where the amount of electricity consumed cannot be determined

● Concentrate management resources on the development of
　products and services that reduce environmental impacts 3

● Spend ¥100 billion over the 10 years to 2030
　• Reduce GHG emissions 1 in the supply chain by more than 2 million tonnes
　• Use renewable energy to meet 100% of the electricity needs of the entire Epson Group by
　   2023 (achieved in Europe sales offices in April 2020, plan to achieve in Japan in March 2022) 2

1 2 4

November 2021, Completed
transition to renewable
electricity in Japan

● Dry fiber technology 
 applications
● Naturally derived
 (plastic-free) materials
● Material recycling
  (metal, paper)
● CO2 absorption technology

Environmental Initiatives

CFO Message
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Responding to TCFD 
Recommendations

Epson sees climate change as a serious societal problem. The goal of the Paris Agreement is to achieve decarbonization and limit the global average temperature to 
well below 2℃ above pre-industrial levels and try to limit the temperature increase to 1.5℃. To achieve this, Epson is working to reduce total emissions in line with a 
1.5℃ scenario1 by 2030. Furthermore, Epson coordinated the revision of Environmental Vision 2050 with the announcement of the Epson 25 Renewed Corporate 
Vision. To attain our goals of becoming carbon negative and underground resource free 2 by 2050, we are working to decarbonize and to close the resource loop. We 
are also providing products and services that reduce environmental impacts are developing environmental technologies.
Since indicating its support for the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) in October 2019, Epson has disclosed information 
(on governance, strategy, risk management, and metrics and targets) based on the TCFD framework so as to enable good communication with shareholders, investors, and 
a broad spectrum of other stakeholders. Epson has decided to disclose the level of financial impact in 2021 in a quantitative manner for the first time. Furthermore, in 2022, 
Epson enhanced its disclosure of specific initiatives and achievements aimed at reducing GHG emissions in response to the update to the TCFD recommendations.

Governance

Main Climate Change Initiatives

Board Meeting

President

Sustainability Officer (board director)

Executive organizations

Functional supervisory department

Functional supervisory department

Sustainability Promotion Office

Promotion 
Organization

Responding to TCFD Recommendations
https://corporate.epson/en/
sustainability/initiatives/tcfd.html

Scenario Analysis Findings
Important matters related to climate change are supervised by the board of directors, which receives reports at 
least once a year from the Sustainability Strategy Council, an advisory body to the president that plans and 
reviews strategic sustainability activities for the Epson Group, including matters related to climate change.
In addition, Seiko Epson’s president and representative director, who has ultimate responsibility and 
authority for climate-related issues, delegates responsibility for climate-related issues to the sustainability 
director, a director and senior managing executive officer. The sustainability director heads the 
Sustainability Promotion Office and oversees the execution of climate change initiatives, including TCFD.

We analyzed scenarios based on the TCFD framework to quantitatively assess the financial impact of 
climate-related risks and opportunities on Epson’s strategy. In a 1.5℃ scenario in which there is rapid 
decarbonization of society, we found that there is transitional risk of an increase in operating costs due 
to market changes, policies, and legislation, but we expect to limit the financial impact by strengthening 
products and services based on inkjet technology and paper recycling technology.
Epson will spend approximately 100 billion yen (25 billion yen from 2021 to 2025 and 75 billion yen from 
2026 to 2030) over a period of 10 years ending in 2030 to accelerate decarbonization, close the 
resource loop, and develop environmental technology. The solution to climate-related risks aligns with 
the materialities we have set of achieving sustainability in a circular economy and advancing the 
frontiers of industry and will lead to opportunities for business expansion with Epson’s low 
environmental impact products and services that save electricity and reduce waste. These products 
and services will help to mitigate customers’ environmental impact and control climate change.
Based on the results of these analyses, Epson will continue to try to maximize its opportunities while 
addressing recognized risks in order to achieve decarbonization, which we believe is a rational goal 
both for society and for Epson.
On the other hand, even in a 4℃ scenario in which global warming has advanced because the world 
failed to take additional measures, we found that the impact of physical risks on our domestic and 
overseas sites due to the damages arising from weather extremes would be small.

FY2019 FY2020 FY2021 FY2022

Sustainability Strategy Council

Sustainability Management Committee

・Declared support for the TCFD 
recommendations

・Studied risks of natural disasters 
caused by climate change (2℃ 
scenario and 4℃ scenario)

・Qualitatively disclosed the financial impact based 
on the disclosure recommendations of the TCFD 
framework (2℃ scenario)

・Studied risks of natural disasters caused by 
climate change (1.5℃ scenario)

・Revised Environmental Vision 2050 and set clear 
objectives, including becoming carbon negative

・Quantitatively disclosed the financial impact based on the 
disclosure recommendations of the TCFD framework 
(1.5℃ scenario)

・Enhanced disclosures on the results of specific initiatives in 
line with the revised TCFD recommendations

・Studied risks of natural disasters caused by climate 
change, taking into account the changes in the IPCC Sixth 
Assessment Report

1 Target for reducing greenhouse gas emissions aligned with the criteria under the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi)　　2 Non-renewable resources such as oil and metals

Go to
website for

details
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Epson has determined that achieving sustainability in a circular economy and 
advancing the frontiers of industry are material matters. To achieve these, we are 
reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by leveraging our efficient, compact, and 
precision technologies to drive innovation. Furthermore, to transform business 
models, increase resilience against climate change, and drive progress toward 
Environmental Vision 2050, we established a new Environmental Strategy Council in 
2021, under which various subcommittees have been created. The committee meets 
regularly to discuss and formulate strategic initiatives.

Strategy

Climate-Related Risks and Opportunities in a 1.5℃ Scenario
Epson identified and evaluated scenarios in the categories of transition risk, physical risk, and opportunity to evaluate the importance of climate-related risks and opportunities. Six risks and opportunities were 
singled out for evaluation. We evaluated the business impact and financial impact of each on the basis of the scenarios corresponding to temperature increase of 1.5℃ presented by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) and the International Energy Agency (IEA) as well as on the basis of internal and external information. The results of evaluating climate-related risks and opportunities based on scenario 
analysis are as follows.

Financial Impact　Small: ≤ 1 billion yen　Medium: 1-10 billion yen　Large: >10 billion yenActualization　Short term: ≤ 10 years　Medium term: 10-50 years　Long term: > 50 years

• Began examining a transition to business models (e.g., expanded subscription services) that deliver environmentally 
 considerate products and services that can be used longer and that generate less waste

• Switched to 100% renewable electricity at all domestic sites. Examined switching at overseas 
 sites. Upgraded facilities and equipment to save energy.
• Examined introducing resource loop indicators to become underground resource free. 
 Began sales of products that contain recycled materials and refurbished equipment.
• Increased our contribution to the reduction of environmental impacts by getting customers to 
 replace their current products with environmentally considerate Epson products and services.
• Developed technology for recycling scrap metal and reusing silicon waste material. 
 Selected packaging material projects that apply dry fiber technology.

Transforming
business models

Environmental
Strategy Council

Decarbonization

Closed resource loop 

Customer environmental 
impact mitigation 
Environmental technology 
development 

Increasing resilience FY2021 initiatives & results

Category

Transition 
risks

Physical 
risks

Opportunities
Products 

and 
services

Acute

Market 
changes 
Policy & 
laws and 

regulations

• Paper demand

• Damage to business sites due to floods

• Damage to business sites due to rising sea levels

• Impact on operations due to drought

(Initiatives in Environmental Vision 
2050)
• Decarbonization
• Closed resource loop
• Environmental technology 

development

(Initiatives in “Environment Vision 
2050”)
• Customer environmental 

impact mitigation

• Environmental business

• We were unable to detect a strong relationship between climate change and the change in paper demand, but demand for printing and communication paper is 
assumed to be on a declining trend. Even if the shift to paperless advances further due to changes brought about by COVID-19 (such as the contraction of office 
printing because of decentralization), we expect only a limited financial impact from the strengthening of products and services based on inkjet technology and paper 
recycling technology (reduction of printing costs, reduction of environmental impacts, increase of ease of printing, appeal using usefulness of paper information).

• Based on the results of the latest FY2022 risk assessment for 36 sites (17 sites in Japan and 19 sites overseas), the changes in future operational risks due 
to flooding (rivers overflowing), high tides and water shortage are limited.

• Short-term climate change risks to the supply chain will be addressed in line with our business continuity plans.

• The need for environmentally considerate products and services 
will increase due to the introduction of a carbon tax, soaring 
electricity prices, rising waste disposal costs, sustainable 
production volume, and reduced resource use.

• In the growth areas defined in Epson 25 Renewed, we expect to grow 
revenue at a CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 15% by providing 1) 
inkjet office printing, commercial & industrial inkjet printing and printheads 
that reduce environmental impacts, increase work productivity, and reduce 
printing costs; and 2) production systems with expanded use of new 
production devices to reduce environmental impacts.

• Generate revenue by upcycling (enhancing functionality), eliminating plastics 
(packing and molding materials), creating new high-value-added materials 
and carrying out other measures through the establishment of technologies, 
such as applications of dry fiber technology, including paper recycling, 
development of naturally derived materials (elimination of plastics) and 
recycling of raw materials (metal and paper recycling) as effective solutions 
for combatting global warming and shifting to a circular economy.

• Market growth is expected in the areas of global warming 
prevention, waste treatment, and effective utilization of resources.

• The shift to a circular economy is expected to drive market growth 
for recycled plastics, high-performance biomaterials, bioplastics 
and metal recycling.

• Decarbonization of products, services, and supply chains as well 
as advanced initiatives in resource recycling are needed to 
respond to the shared global societal issues of climate change 
and resource depletion.

• Scientific and specific solutions are necessary to develop 
environmental technologies linked with the rapid decrease of 
environmental impacts.

Short-term

Short-term

Short-term

Short-term

Long-term 
(End of 21st 

century)Chronic

Evaluated risks & opportunities Actualization Business impacts Financial impact

Impact

Impact

Impact

● Decarbonization
　• Renewable electricity use • Energy-saving facilities & equipment
　• Greenhouse gas removal • Supplier engagement　• Carbon-free logistics
● Closed resource loop
　• Use resources effectively　• Minimize production losses　• Extend product service lives
● Environmental technology development
　• Dry fiber technology applications • Naturally derived (plastic-free) materials
　• Material recycling (metal, paper) • CO2 absorption technology

Assumed
scenarios

Assumed
scenarios

Small

Small

Medium

Response to risks
Business 

opportunities
Business 

opportunities
Invest a total of 
approximately 

¥100.0 billion by 
2030

Large
CAGR of 15% is 

expected in 
growth areas by 

FY2025

Responding to TCFD Recommendations
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Risk Management
As the environment in which we operate grows more complex and uncertain, effectively 
dealing with risks that could have a significant impact on corporate activities will be 
essential in order to carry out business strategies and business objectives.
Epson sees climate-related issues as risks that could significantly impact management and 
manages them appropriately.

Metrics and Targets
Epson aims to achieve the medium- and long-term greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction targets to realize Environmental Vision 2050. For this reason, we are working to reduce environmental impacts throughout the 
value chain by improving the environmental performance of our products, utilizing renewable electricity, enhancing our business activities and taking other steps based on our efficient, compact, and precision technologies.

Climate-Related Risk Identification, Assessment and Management Process

1. Study
• Considering the changes in the IPCC 

Sixth Assessment Report, conduct 
surveys on natural disaster risks 
caused by climate change at major 
sites in Japan and overseas.

• Research social trends.

• Identify risks and opportunities from the 
policies and actions of Epson 25 Renewed and 
Environmental Vision 2050.

• Evaluate scenario analysis through the 
Sustainability Strategy Council and board of 
directors.

• Effectively manage risks 
through the Sustainability 
Strategy Council and the 
board of directors.

2. Identify & assess 3. Manage

Scopes 1, 2, 3
Reduce GHG emissions by 55% compared to FY2017 by FY2030.

GHG Reduction Targets (general indication of aggressive total 
emissions reduction targets in line with the 1.5℃ scenario5)

Scope 1: Direct emissions from the use of fuel, etc., by the reporting company
Scope 2: Indirect emissions from purchased energy
Scope 3: Emissions from the reporting company’s value chain

Epson implemented the following initiatives in 
FY2021 to promote decarbonization, close the 
resource loop, develop environmental technology, 
and mitigate environmental impacts on the 
customer’s end.

3 Excluding some rental properties housing sales sites.　　4 A major domestic site with a long-term flooding risk (end of 21st century).

Category

Transition 
risks

Physical 
risks

Opportunities
Products 

and 
services

Acute

Market 
changes 
Policy & 
laws and 

regulations

• Paper demand 

• Damage to business sites 
due to floods

• Damage to business sites due to 
rising sea levels

• Impact on operations due to 
drought

• Decarbonization

• Closed resource loop 
• Environmental technology 

development

• Customer environmental 
impact mitigation

• Environmental business

• In Office & Home Printing, sales of printers increased in terms of both units and revenue. Sales of ink were stabilized and 
flat year on year. The financial impact of fluctuations in demand for paper in the market targeted by Epson was limited.

Assessed the latest risks based on the IPCC Sixth Assessment Report for 36 sites (17 in Japan, 19 overseas).
• Confirmed that the volatility in Epson’s future operation risk caused by floods (river flooding), high tides 

and drought is limited. Implemented BCP measures against the risk of inundation of facilities on lower 
floors of Toyoshina Office4.

• Promoted initiatives in the growth areas (office printing, commercial & industrial printing, printhead 
sales, production systems) under Epson 25 Renewed.

• Established environmental business subcommittees and began examining specific steps toward expanding 
business through environmental technology development.

• Switched to 100% renewable electricity for electricity used at all domestic sites3

• Decided to invest in the construction of a new plant to recycle metal waste as materials for metal powder 
products (Epson Atmix).

• Invested in a prototyping line for packaging materials using dry fiber technology. Reinforced manpower for 
environmental related areas and development of materials.

Chronic

Evaluated risks & opportunities Initiatives implemented in FY2021 FY2021 quantitative results

¥3.32 billion
(breakdown)

• Investment: ¥1.06 billion
• Personnel expenses:
　¥1.26 billion
• Expenses: ¥1.00 billion

FY2020 →FY2021
Revenue CAGR 

+22%

0

200

400

600

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Scopes 1 & 2)6

(Base year)
2017 2018 2019

592

502

0.710.79

486

1.19

2020

470

348

0.76
0.38

(thousand t-CO2e) (thousand t-CO2e/100 mil. yen)

2021
0

1.00

2.00

3.00

0

1,000

2,000

3,000

0

2.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Scope 3: Categories 1 & 11)

(thousand t-CO2e) (thousand t-CO2e/100 mil. yen)

(FY)

2,544 2,554

3.623.40

2,361
2,034

1,8795.78

3.30

2.09

(Base year)
2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

* Coverage of science-based target, 
  Category 1: Purchased goods and services, Category 11: Use of sold products

（SBT）

391

(FY)2025

34% reduction 
from base year

1.90

（SBT）
2025

44% reduction
from base year

Responding to TCFD Recommendations

■■ Scope 1 (Japan)
■■ Scope 1 (overseas)

■■ Scope 2 (Japan)
■■ Scope 2 (overseas)

Per unit of business profit

5 Target for reducing greenhouse gas emissions aligned with the criteria under the Science
  Based Targets initiative (SBTi)
6 CO2 conversion factor of greenhouse gas emissions
　・ Electric power: In Japan, we use the adjusted emissions factors for the load serving 

entities (i.e., utilities) from which our sites purchase electricity, pursuant to 
Load Serving Entity Emission Factors announced by the Ministry of 
Environment and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. 

 Overseas, we use the country emission factors listed in IEA (International 
Energy Agency) or from the load serving entities from which our sites 
purchase electricity.

　・ Fuel: The factors announced by the IPCC in 2006 were used for both domestic and 
overseas data.

　・ GHGs other than CO2: Equivalents were calculated based on 100-year GWP values in 
the Fifth Assessment Report of the IPCC.

■■ Category 1 ■■ Category 11

Per unit of business profit
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CTO Message

Developing Technology to Solve Societal Issues

Identify obstacles to development, consider multiple plans that will 
put us on a path to achieving our aspirational goal, and quickly 
drive toward commercialization and business development

We will create the technology needed to achieve
our aspirational goal and take on challenges
with new ideas and methods.

Executive Officer
Chief Technology Officer（CTO）
General Administrative Manager, Technology Development Division

Kazuhiro Ichikawa

Epson has always provided value by examining ways it can use its efficient, compact, and precision 
technology to benefit society. Now, under Epson 25 Renewed, we are approaching technology develop-
ment by first identifying societal issues and then analyzing what kind of technology is needed to solve them. 
This change in approach requires that we objectively evaluate our capabilities not only from a technology 
standpoint but also in terms of customer value and business viability. We have been drawing up the best 
development scenarios to close the gap between where we are and where we want to be (our aspirational 
goal). Epson will try to achieve sustainability and enrich communities by boldly taking on challenges with new 
ideas and new methods.

To move forward quickly on technology development, we assess the situation and identify obstacles that must be 
cleared if development is to succeed. Then we think of solutions as we prepare multiple scenarios to get us to the 
goal. We assess the situation from a customer, technology, and business viability standpoint to identify obstacles. 
We then consider what makes them obstacles and think of ways to clear them as we develop an overall picture of 
the product commercialization process. Imagining multiple scenarios simultaneously provides a shortcut to 
commercialization. The scenario that is most likely to yield the greatest benefits if development succeeds is 
considered Plan A and is given the highest priority. Plans B and C are scenarios that will yield inferior results in 
terms of quality, cost, or delivery but have lower hurdles to clear and can achieve the main objective. Concrete 
actions to eliminate obstacles, including co-creation and collaboration with external partners. are being considered.

2050
Environmental 

Vision 2050
2030
SDGs

(3) Path to the aspirational goal
Corporate Vision
Epson 25 
Renewed

(2) Situation assessment(2) Situation assessment

　Technology

Customer Business
viability

Obstacles

Obstacles

2025

Plan A

Plan B & C

Improve the 
quality of life

Achieve 
sustainability 
in a circular 

economy

(Aspirational 
Goal)

(1) 
Achieving 

Sustainability 
and Enriching 
Communities

Advance the 
frontiers of 

industry

(1) Envisage a goal to which to aspire.
(2) Analyze the aspirational goal from a customer, technology, 

and business viability standpoint to identify obstacles.
(3) Draw up and rapidly execute scenarios to remove obstacles.
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Achieve Sustainability in a Circular Economy

Improve the Quality of Life

Advance the Frontiers of Industry

3D printer
Micro injection
molding machines

Proprietary disk drive system 

Direct to Shape (DTS) Printing 
that combines inkjet 
and robot technologies

Integrated manufacturing 
management system and 
centralized management and 
utilization of manufacturing data

▶Closed-loop recycling with Dry Fiber Technology (DFT)
We have begun using DFT to produce sound-absorbing and 
cushioning materials for equipment and, as a member of the Pararesin 
Japan Consortium, are also using DFT in the development of 
bio-based plastics.
▶Metal recycling scheme and business creation
Epson Atmix Corporation is leading a project to create a metal 
recycling scheme within Epson. It is also developing products that 
utilize metal powder manufacturing technology and developing 
functional modifications of metal powders. In addition, a metal 
smelting furnace and other new equipment for recycling used metals 
will be installed and put into operation in 2025.
▶Co-creation
We are communicating with customers to create new value in 
partnership with them.

▶Micro injection molding machines 
Epson’s micro injection molding machines have a proprietary disk drive system that 
saves space and power. Our unique hot runner system minimizes runners (parts that 
become waste material) for fast, waste-free molding. This technology is also used in the 
development of 3D printers that can use general-purpose materials and achieve the 
precision, strength, and low cost required for industrial parts.
▶Direct to Shape (DTS) Printing system that combines inkjet and robot technologies
We are developing a DTS printing system that combines high-speed inkjet technology 
and precision robot technology to provide more efficient and flexible manufacturing 
processes.
▶Digital transformation in manufacturing
We are developing an integrated manufacturing management system to drive DX in 
manufacturing. The goal is to revolutionize the production process to increase 
production stability, quality, and efficiency by controlling processes and managing 
equipment that are connected via a common technology standard.

We provide sensing solutions that make lives safer and offer 
peace of mind. Built around our efficient, compact, and precision 
technologies, our vital sign sensors monitor health while our 
vibration sensors enable smart infrastructure monitoring.
In addition, sensing technology that is currently used in colorime-
ters and other Epson products that use spectroscopic devices is 
being applied in the development of technology that will improve 
the quality of life.

Creating environmentally considerate production systems to advance the frontiers of industry

Minimize runners
Runners (waste)

Epson has defined material topics (“materialities”) that it can address in order to solve societal issues 
and attain its goal of achieving sustainability and enriching communities. Focusing on initiatives to 
address the material topics, we are developing technologies to solve societal issues.

Contribute to Solutions Through Technology

Closed
resource

loop

Environmentally
conscious

manufacturing

Virtual prototyping 
(shortened design and 
prototyping processes)

Product use
by customers

Customer 
development 

site

Recycle

End of product use

Recycled metal
Natural materials
High-performance 
metal powders

(3D modeling)
3D printerMicro injection

molding machines
(save energy & minimize waste) 

Assembly robots
(compact & precise)

DTS printing
(inkjet + robot)

Customer
factory

DX
Machine management

(Data utilization)

Superfine metal 
powders

(3D modeling material)

Metal powder 
manufacturing 

technology (atomizer)

Circulated
materials

Products that capitalize 
on efficient, compact, and 
precision technologies

Bio-based plastic
(pararesin)

Accurate vital 
sign sensing

Smart 
infrastructure 
monitoring

Colorimeters & 
spectroscopic 
vision system

CTO Message

Developing technology to decarbonize, become 
underground resource free, and close resource loop

Using Epson’s sensing and other unique 
technologies to make lives safer and more 
comfortable and reassuring
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Proactive IP Activities 
in Line with the 
Corporate Purpose

Aspiring to achieve sustainability and enrich communities, Epson has recently released a corporate 
purpose. From this purpose, we derived the mission statement shown above. This statement defines 
the mission of our intellectual property (IP) activities.
Our IP activities are proactive, not reactive. Instead of just invoking our IP rights in response to a third 
party’s attempt to exercise rights, we proactively address latent IP issues. We stay one step ahead by 
acquiring and commercially exploiting IP rights in anticipation of future needs.
We also aim to elevate the value of our IP activities to level 5 in the above table. To that end, we focus 
on three areas to support: 1) innovation, 2) co-creation and DX, and 3) branding.

General Administrative Manager, 
Intellectual Property Division

Toshihiko Kobayashi

Intellectual Property Utilization Strategy

The quadrant shown below guides our IP use strategy. The vertical axis describes whether we exercise 
the IP, and the horizontal axis describes whether a peer does so. We develop the strategy in a c-curve, 
going from quadrants 1 to 4.

Epson’s Intellectual Property Strategy Management Organization

As head of IP, I regularly liaise one-on-one with chief 
operating officers and the Technology Development 
Division General Administrative Manager. In some 
cases, the president attends for a three-way meeting. 
This close collaboration among executive manage-
ment, businesses, development, and IP constitutes a 
hallmark of Epson’s IP operations. It also helps us 
develop IP strategy in lockstep with development 
strategy and business strategy, which is essential for 
safeguarding Epson’s core technology.
To facilitate IP strategy, Epson’s IP department has 
appointed an IP owner for each business department 
and technology development department. The department also manages IP operations globally. It 
works with legal affairs, IP, and sales departments of the Group companies in Japan and overseas to 
coordinate local IP issues, contracts, and responses to counterfeiting. Alongside this, the department 
regularly attends meetings of the Board of Directors to brief on and discuss IP strategy and to amend 
the strategy based on the feedback.

Mission
Convert intellectual property (IP) in the 
broad sense (as well as IP rights, this 
includes assets like brands and data) 
into assets that drive sustainable 
growth in Epson’s value.

Intellectual Property 
Strategy

Level 5

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2

Level 1

IP activity value hierarchy

Accelerate innovation, create a 
future & increase brand image

Integration with business 
strategy

Improve earnings with IP 
(direct & indirect value)

Switch to emphasis on quality, 
and reduce administrative expenses

Quota-driven mass filings

Non-licensed quadrant: In-house implementation, no implementation by 
other companies
Epson obtains and protect rights on core technologies that are a source 
of competitiveness not granting licenses to others.
Cross-licensing quadrant: In-house implementation, implementation by 
other companies
Epson tries to ensure business flexibility by entering into cross-licensing 
agreements with competitors who want to use our rights.
Selling and licensing quadrant: No in-house implementation, 
implementation by other companies
Epson obtains a return on investment (revenue) by either selling or 
licensing to others rights that have contributed to the growth of 
business through cross-licensing agreements.
Abandonment and expiration quadrant: No in-house implementation, no 
implementation by other companies
Maintaining rights is costly, so Epson actively abandons rights that are 
unlikely to be productive.

1.

2.

3.

4.

→ For details, see P36

Board of Directors

Management
strategy

President

Business
Development IP IP Strategy

Business
strategy

Development
strategy

Exercising Rights Along a “C-Curve"

1
Not license

2
Cross-license

4
Abandonment
or Expiration

of rights

3
Sell or license

Competitors

E
p

so
n

Not ImplementImplement

Im
p

lem
ent

N
o

t Im
p
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Supporting Innovation

IP Landscaping that Supports Business and Development Strategies

Under Epson 25 Renewed, we are emphasizing co-creation as a way to rapidly generate new value with 
partners who share our vision.
To expedite co-creation, we need a contractual framework to guide the partnership. The agreement must 
be drafted in the right way for both Epson and the partner. The handling of the IP generated from 
co-creation can easily become a source of conflict, so the contractual framework should create a win-win 
partnership.
To that end, we are putting in place the organizational support to expedite co-creation. Specifically, we have 
formed a dedicated team to support the process of drafting technology license agreements. From the moment 
we start exploring potential co-creation partnerships, the team will be on hand to provide one-stop support.
Epson is increasingly interested in founding DX business that will utilize data that constitutes valuable IP. 
Accordingly, we have delineated categories of data utilization businesses so that we can quickly form 
agreements with potential partners according to category.

Supporting Co-Creation and DX

Contractual Support for Building a Co-Creation Scheme with Partners

Epson’s branding strategy has two key components: 1) differentiate the brand from the competition, and 
2) create a coherent brand identity and communicate it to the target customers in a consistent and 
sustained manner.
For the first component, when introducing our original technology and designs for products, we highlight 
the fact that they are protected by IP rights. This helps convey their uniqueness.
For the second element, we acquire trademark rights in our original technology and designs. This helps 
create a brand identity for our 
technology and designs and 
to communicate it to our 
customers in a consistent 
and sustained manner.
In this way, our customers 
get a clear understanding of 
how we consistently provide 
products and services that 
they could not find else-
where.

Supporting Branding

Using an IP Mix in Brand Promotion

Sensor devices

Data

Partner

1. Acquire data 2. Analyze data/information

3. Process data4. Provide solutions

Epson

Solution

Partner’s
customers

Categories of Data Exploitation Businesses

Conceptual Drawing of IP Landscaping

Intellectual Property Strategy

As defined by the Japan Patent Office, IP landscaping means to 1) analyze IP data along with information about business trends, and to 2) 
report the findings of the analysis (the IP landscape or outlook) to executives or administrative officers.
In Epson’s IP landscaping, what matters most is to help shape decisions for the company, business, and development policy. Instead of 
just reporting our findings, we want our findings to culminate in a strategic decision of some kind.
Accordingly, in our IP landscaping, we prioritize environmental technological development, one of the three priority areas set out in Epson 
25 Renewed. We then meet with the relevant administrative officers to report our findings and advise on the strategic implications. We also 
do IP landscaping for co-creation initiatives. Specifically, we evaluate potential co-creation partners from an IP perspective. 

Brand image enhancement
Business profit protection

IP mix

Company, business & development policy decisions

Patent portfolio

Trademark portfolio
Technology brands

& names
Design portfolio

Analysis Recommendations

Public inform
ation

Internal inform
ation

IP information

Technology X
(B & C corp.)

Technology Y
(Epson)

Technology Z
(A corp.)
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Executive Officer
General Administrative Manager, Human Resources Division / Health Management Office

Eiichi Abe

Our goal under the Epson 25 Renewed corporate vision is co-creating sustainability and enriching communities 
to connect people, things, and information by leveraging our efficient, compact, and precision technologies and 
digital technologies. As such, we are pursuing a strategy covering five areas of innovation.
Epson is working to secure specialists in these five areas, especially in growth areas. We are also bolstering 
human resource development by giving personnel more professional education and more rapidly rotating them 
through jobs that will widen their knowledge and experience, then assigning these personnel to priority areas.
Epson is also endeavoring to create an organizational climate and workplaces that capitalize on these persons. 
We seek to create an organizational climate in which diverse personnel are encouraged to engage in free and 
open communication, thereby enhancing the quality of relationships, maximizing the power of the team, and 
allowing both the company and its employees to continually grow. We are also working to foster a better work 
environment, one that meets the needs of employees working under a variety of arrangements.
At Epson, our hope is that these efforts will enable both our businesses and our employees to grow and will 
realize our aim of achieving sustainability and enriching communities.

Epson formulates a staffing plan based on a forecast of changes in the workforce structure and the workforce 
required to realize its business strategy. In accordance with the plan, we hire new graduates and recruit highly 
specialized mid-career talent. Epson is allocating human resources in the growth areas of printing (office, commercial, 
and industrial) and production systems (robotics). We are also allocating human resources in new areas, including the 
environmental business, environmental technology development, and sensing. DX and sales strategy execution are 
two other areas where staffing is being increased, as these are the foundation of management and business 
administration.
In addition to recruiting the numbers we need, we are looking to increase diversity and are recruiting women, seniors, 
persons with disabilities, and foreign nationals. We have set a hiring goal of 25% women for new graduates. 
Employment of foreign nationals will be examined from multiple angles. Some foreign nationals will be hired in Japan. 
Others may be brought over from our overseas subsidiaries. Things will be looked at from a site strategy perspective, 
as well. We have already transferred some printer design functions to a Group company in Indonesia.

Human Resources 
Strategy

* The seminars were canceled in 2020 and 2021 due to COVID-19. The seminars will resume online in 2022.

To realize our goal, we need talented people with initiative who understand what customers need and can 
independently create value for them. For this, they must understand our Management Philosophy and values and 
must embrace our vision. They must also have a broad perspective, expertise, and the ability to respond quickly to 
changes. Epson has thus established an education system based on development through on-the-job training. We 
also provide training by echelon, as well as many types of specialized off-the-job training. Our people are also given 
a chance to broaden their abilities, experience, and knowledge via transfers to priority areas and job rotations. In the 
past, job rotations were often held up because they required management approval. Now, to facilitate job rotation 
we (1) allow employees to apply for job openings within the company without their manager’s approval; (2) made 
rotation a requirement for promotion; (3) fill openings left by employees who rotated to another position; (4) added 
rotation-related items to management objectives and appraisals; and (5) are creating an education system for 
transferees. The rotation rate for FY2019 was 6%. We are working toward achieving an annual target of 15% (9.0% 
in FY2021).

Development of Talent to Execute Strategy

Talent placement and promotion to management are based on the concept of “role.” We design global organiza-
tions to execute business strategies, define the role of each position in the organization, and then allocate and 
appoint the most appropriate people to that role. To achieve this, we conduct an annual human resources review at 
each echelon of the organization to get a bird’s eye view of the staffing situation, list potential successors for each 
position, and review their skill development needs.
We also capitalize on overseas talent. Using the same role evaluation tools as in Japan, we measure the size and 
weight of each position at Group companies overseas, conduct human resources reviews for important positions, 
check the staffing situation, and examine succession plans with these companies. For leadership candidates at 
overseas Group companies, we offer education and training programs (a Global Incubation Seminar and Global 
Executive Seminar) to share Epson’s vision and values and to develop their ability to put them into practice within 
their own organizations. Since 1999, more than 400 people have participated in these seminars, and seven of the 
eight people who currently head up Group companies overseas have attended the seminars.

Optimal Talent Placement

Human Resources Strategy

Driving Corporate and Personal Growth, and Achieving 
Sustainability and Enriching Communities

Talent Acquisition
Human Resource Management
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Epson’s customers are the people around 
the world who use our products and 
services. To fulfill our goal of enriching the 
lives of as many people as possible, we 
must understand these diverse customers 
and deliver new value that surprises and 
delights them, and to do that, we must be 
diverse ourselves. An environment where 
differences are acknowledged, accepted, 
and respected is essential. Without it, we 
could not take advantage of that diversity. 
To sustain corporate growth, we must 
develop a corporate culture in which all 
employees can enjoy working and can 
participate in discussions as equals, 
regardless of background. I believe that 
such a workplace is indispensable for a 
company seeking to address and solve 
societal issues. In other words, the 
foundations for creating a free and open 
workplace are mutual respect and a 
commitment to diversity, equity, and 
inclusion.

Advancement 
of Women
(as of March 2022)

20.3yrs.Women 19.1yrs.Men

Women managers

% of women 
employees

Average tenure

45.6%

31/ 3.7%
Seiko Epson

18.0%
Epson Group

Seiko Epson

Seiko Epson

Epson Group

Employees with Disabilities
 (Seiko Epson and Domestic Group Companies)
(as of June 2022)

317

2.66%

FY2020

324

2.69%

FY2021

327

2.70%

FY2022

Employees

Percentage of workforce

Closing the Gender Gap

Epson is trying to close the gender gap. In 
Japan, women accounted for 5% of 
management positions at Epson in 2022. 
We want the ratio of women in management 
to be the same as the ratio of women in our 
workforce, so we are working to improve 
career training for women, change 
mindsets, and introduce more flexible 
working arrangements.
We are also encouraging fathers to 
participate more actively in childcare and 
have set a goal of 100% childcare leave.

Employees with Disabilities 

Epson employs many persons with 
disabilities and accommodates their needs 
in a variety of ways. We provide easy-ac-
cess restrooms, parking spaces, and other 
facilities. We also provide the support 
needed to do their jobs, including IT tools 
and services such as sign language 
interpretation. Two special subsidiaries have 
special provisions to accommodate 
employees with disabilities and allow them 
to make the most of their talents. Job 
opportunities are expanding.

Group Initiatives

The importance of diversity is explained to 
Group personnel at half-yearly policy 
meetings, and the president issues 
messages to explain company policies and 
his thoughts on diversity and the promotion 
of women. To promote a change in mindset 
among members of the workforce, we hold 
diversity fairs and created consortia to 
promote diversity within Group companies.

For Epson, the overarching goal of diversity is to innovate and realize our vision. Innovation comes from having diverse ideas and active communica-
tion. That is one reason we are developing a corporate culture and a workplace in which all  employees can participate as equal and have frank and 
open discussions regardless of background. Another reason is that we need to understand our differences so that, together, we can come up with 
ways to enrich lives around the globe.

Drawing on Global Talent
Epson employs about 80,000 people in 58 countries and territories. We will further enhance communication with these people, discuss objectives, 
and engage in cross-border personnel exchanges so that we can contribute to society in the most effective way for a particular place and culture. 
We will also promote collaboration and co-creation with companies around the globe.

CEO Message

16.9%
Regular, 
full time

Promoting Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Human Resources Strategy

President, Representative Director and CEO
Seiko Epson Corporation

Yasunori Ogawa
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Regional Strategy and Product Strategy

We have grouped our businesses three areas: a growth area, a mature area, and a new area. For sales and marketing purposes, these areas are 
further segmented by product category, and strategies are implemented by region based on the priorities.
In FY2021, 80% of our revenue came from overseas sales. Over the past ten years, overseas growth has been driven largely by sales of our 
high-capacity ink tank printers. With extremely low printing costs, these printers command a 40% share of inkjet printer markets in South America and 
Asia. To grow sales further in this product category, we will invest in a market strategy that targets the Middle East and Africa as future growth regions. 
Sales of high-capacity ink tank printers are also gaining momentum in North America, Europe, and Japan, where conventional ink cartridge printers 
used to dominate. Even in these mature markets, we will further shift away from ink cartridge models. In addition to offering a low cost per print and less 
frequent replacement of consumables, high-capacity ink tank printers are better for the environment, as they vastly reduce the volume of consumables 
that get discarded.
We continue to invest in growth in all regions in office shared printers, the primary models being high-speed linehead inkjet multifunction printers, 
commercial and industrial inkjet printers, where digital solutions are making inroads, and products for manufacturing, which offer solutions for 
automating production systems. For example, we are transforming our sales and marketing organization, expanding sales channels, and creating more 
and better showrooms around the world for exhibiting our differentiated solutions. In the areas of commercial and industrial inkjet printers and products 
for manufacturing, we are reinforcing our sales and support functions so that we can adapt rising demand for local production and local consumption.

Greener Products and 
Better Customer Service
Epson’s sales and marketing teams will do their part to achieve 
decarbonization and close the resource loop. As well as marketing 
products that have a smaller environmental impact, we will market 
products with after-sales services that allow customers to continue using 
the product for many years. We will also develop a scheme for 
refurbishing and reusing products that have reached the end of their 
service life. In Western Europe, we have launched subscription services 
catering to local printing needs, and we will continue developing similar 
value-added solutions.
All these actions will create additional revenue streams, shift us away from 
the traditional one-time purchase model, and contribute to the 
environmental vision set out in Epson 25 Renewed.
To ensure success, we must strengthen our global sales network by 
building and maintaining customer relationships. As well as using digital 
technology to optimize marketing and sales processes, we will use 
technology to enhance customer service. For example, we will provide 
monitoring software to ensure stable product operation, use data to 
enhance customer support, and develop new services that draw on our 
hardware.

Cross-Selling

Epson has long topped the rankings for point-of-sales printers (receipt 
printers) and serial dot matrix printers, and our printers serve in the 
systems of numerous logistics firms and banks. Our projectors also 
occupy a top spot 1. They are used in schools around the world. Building 
on this formidable track record, we increasingly cross-sell. That is, as well 
as selling office inkjets, we’ll persuade existing customers to buy scanners 
and other products. Recently, inkjet sales have grown in the medical 
sector thanks to an important advantage: The printers require little 
electricity and operate on emergency power sources in disaster-stricken 
areas.
We’ll develop compelling product packages to enhance our market 
strategies. Once we’ve built new sales channels and grown our customer 
base, we’ll use these assets to further develop our cross-selling 
strategies.

Representative Director, Senior Managing Executive Officer　
General Administrative Manager, Sales & Marketing Division 

Koichi Kubota

Recognize Research Consider Purchase/
Contract Install Operate Use/

Maintain

Epson’s Role

Identify needs
Propose 
solution

Support 
installation

Support operation 
& maintain

Sales & Marketing 
Strategy

Percentage of Revenue by Region

80％

FY2021 
Consolidated 

Revenue
¥1,128.9

billion

China, Asia, 
Oceania

29％
Japan

20％

Americas

30％
Europe, 
Africa, 
Middle East

21％

Percentage of 
Overseas Sales

See P92 for note 1
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Private companies

Local governments

Schools
Community 
co-creation

Kyushu Human 
Media Creation Center

Our office and home inkjet printers eject ink with heat-free technology, so they use less 
power than laser printers (the dominant form of office printing). They also have fewer 
parts that need regular replacement. Similarly, our high-capacity ink tank printers, 
compared to conventional ink cartridge printers, make printing far less expensive and 
much more resource efficient (as fewer consumables are required). To communicate 
this distinctive brand value to as wide an audience as possible, we run advertising 
campaigns around the world. As part of this, we launched a promotional tie-up with 
National Geographic.

We are building customer value and brand value across many product categories. One example is PaperLab, a dry-process 
office papermaking system that enables in-office paper recycling. Another is digital industrial printers that reduce the 
environmental impact of textile printing and other manufacturing processes.
PaperLab turns office wastepaper into new paper without using wood or water* and with minimal carbon emissions, thereby 
creating a closed loop in the office. PaperLab is also used in the wider community, as a solution for achieving sustainability in 
local economies. To that end, we launched a number of collaborative projects. One is KAMIKURU, a joint project with 
Kitakyushu City. Another is a local co-creation project with Shinshu University. In such projects, we work with local govern-
ment, schools, and firms to collect and recycle wastepaper within the community. The wastepaper is returned to the 
community as recycled paper or upcycled goods. At the same time, opportunities are created for environmental education 
and community engagement attaining our goal of achieving sustainability and enriching commnunities.
We can only succeed in if enough people know about our products and services. Accordingly, we will go further in communi-
cating our brand value to a global audience.

Communicating Our Brand Value

Customer Value and Environmental Value

Campaign in National Geographic CreativeWorks KAMIKURU a Co-Creation Project for Recycling Paper

We asked National Geographic to create a video and other digital content to alert 
people about climate change. NatGeo published the content on its website and 
social media accounts. It also linked to a digital platform for Epson sales 
companies in different languages. In this way, the campaign contributes to 
climate action.

Epson participates in KAMIKURU, a project promoted 
by the Kitakyushu SDGs Club. The project creates a 
loop for recycling paper. We take wastepaper collected 
by private companies, local government, and schools,
and then recycle it using PaperLab. The recycled paper 
is ultimately returned to the community for eco-friendly 
inkjet printing or as upcycled paper goods.
The project is run by Wakuwa-ku, a non-profit that runs 
welfare services for people with disabilities.

Wakuwa-ku upcycles 
wastepaper and sells products 
made with the paper.

The video features Dr. Katey 
Walter Anthony, a scientist 
active in Alaska and elsewhere. 
Her research examines how 
global warming causes arctic 
permafrost to thaw. As a 
National Geographic Explorer, 
Walter Anthony makes a 
scientific case for climate 
action: “When we invest in 
energy-saving technology, it 
will save us money in the 
long-term while reducing our 
carbon footprint right now.”

* A small amount of water is used to maintain humidity inside the system.

Paper Recycling in the Community

Upcycled paper goods

Campaign Outline

Video

©Jasper Gibson

Sales & Marketing Strategy

Paper files Graduation 
certificates

Coffee packaging Paper for 
various uses

Confectionary 
packaging Small bags Booklets Business cards
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